1. **Arlon Nash:**

   **Visual Description:**
   The video has a gray background: A person is Arlon Nash, Black male with short black hair, smiley face, black mustache wearing an orange polo shirt with light blue conference logo.

   **Transcription:**
   Arlon Nash speaking: Hello, my name is Arlon Nash, I am the Conference Co-Chair.

2. **Lori Woods**

   **Visual Description:**
   This video has a turquoise blue background. A person is Lori Woods, white woman with short salt-pepper hair, wearing glasses, a royal blue polo shirt with light blue conference logo and black watch on left wrist.

   **Transcription:**
   Hello, I am Lori Woods. I am Conference Co-Chair. Also, I am the Sponsorship Chair.

3. **Juanita Hall**

   **Visual Description:**
   This video has a light blue background with a person signing, Juanita Hall, a white woman. She has black short length wavy hair with bands and red rectangle shaped eyeglasses. She has dark brown eyes and a heart shaped face with faint freckles. She is wearing a black suit jacket with a black turtleneck sweater and round brown and gold earrings.

   **Transcription:**
   Hello! My name is Juanita Hall [black text appears on the light blue background on Juanita’s right side that says, “Juanita Hall”]. I am the Chair for the Professional Development Committee. [black text appears on the light blue background on Juanita’s left side that says, Professional Development Committee Chair].

4. **Bob Donaldson-Pirc**

   **Visual Description:**
   This video has a blue background. A person is Bob Donaldson-Pirc, white man with shaved head, white short beard, black polo shirt, black watch on left wrist with tattoo arm wing design.

   **Transcription:**
   Hello, I am Bob Donaldson-Pirc - Registration for ASLTA Virtual Conference. Early Bird before March 5th, soon less a month left for early-bird, come to register early-bird for members and non-members. Hope to see you all!
5. **Becky Somnitz**  
**Visual Description:**  
This video has aqua background with one dark aqua vertical stripe line. The person is Rebecca Somnitz, white woman with salt/pepper long hair, gray long sleeve sweater shirt.  
**Transcription:**  
Hello, I am Rebecca Somnitz - I am the Registration co-chairperson and also Swag Pack. Thank-you.

6. **Emma Kreiner**  
**Visual Description:**  
This video has a turquoise blue background. The person Emma Kreiner, a white woman with dark brown and purple hair worn in a bun, cat-eyed glasses, and a black three-quarter length cardigan, wearing an Apple watch with a grey band on her left wrist.  
**Transcription**  
Hello. I’m Emma Kreiner. I am the WHOVA app Coordinator, the e-RSVP Coordinator, and a Zoom Facilitator.

7. **Sarah Bianco:**  
**Video Description:**  
The person is Sarah Bianco. Light skinned female with shoulder length brown hair and green glasses wearing a black turtleneck stands in front of snow covered trees, bushes, and fences.  
**Transcription:**  
Hello! I’m Sara Bianco, and I am the De’VIA Coordinator, on the workshop committee, and a Zoom facilitator. I’m excited!!

8. **Kevin Youngblood:**  
**Video Description**  
The person is Kevin Youngblood. White guy with glasses in front of navy blue background, wearing dark red polo shirt.  
**Transcription:**  

9. **Annie Welch:**  
**Video Description:**  
This video has a gray background. A person is Annie Welch, Caucasian woman with long red and curly hair, wearing grey, V-neck, long sleeves blouse with a black tank top inside.  
**Transcription:**  
Hi, I am Annie Welch. My sign name (handshape of A on the corner of my mouth with a double tap movement). I am CEU Coordinator, PR (Public Relations), and a zoom facilitator.
10. Sarah Henegar:
**Visual Description:**
This video has a neutral white background. The person is Sarah Henegar, white woman with long blonde hair. Sarah is wearing a black long sleeved shirt with a patterned collar.
**Transcription:**
Hello I am Sarah Henegar. I help with facilitating Zoom and PR. Thank you. Bye.

11. Gerald Eichler:
**Video Description:**
This video has a black background. The person is Gerald Eichler, white man with brown short hair, light beard with a mustache and wearing glasses. Gerald is wearing a light orange short sleeve polo shirt.
**Transcription:**
Hi, my name is Gerald Eichler. My sign name (handshape of G movement back and front on right neck). I am from Columbus, Ohio. My duty is the zoom facilitator. I am looking forward to working with all of you, bye.

12. Louis Ricciardi:
**Visual Description:**
This video has a neutral white background with wooden furniture on the right, a door on the left. A person is Louis Ricciardi, light skinned male signing. He has parted brown hair and is wearing eyeglasses with dark frames. He has a maroon colored sweater on.
**Transcription:**
Hi, I am Louis Ricciardi. My sign name (handshape of L on the top of my cheek with a double tap movement). I am Social Media Chair and IT support.

13. Amanda Flickinger:
**Video Description:**
This video has a light gray background with a light-skinned female, Amanda Flickinger, signing. She has brown shoulder length curled hair and is wearing a brown, mixed with light tan color patterned, rectangle shaped eyeglasses. She has light gray eyes and an oval shaped face. She is wearing a black, 3-button shirt under a navy sweater cardigan as well as black circle leather earrings that have 3 smaller gold circles hanging below.
**Transcription:**
Hello! My name is Amanda Flickinger, “Amanda” (sign name with an “9” where the middle, ring, and pinky fingers shake up and down like signing “A” and “F” back and forth). I am the webmaster (website install).